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I.

Introduction

Science produces challenges requiring huge computational capacity. To perform the
required computation a single, but powerful or even a supercomputer is simply not
enough. In order to deliver more performance, more and more computers must be
connected and their computational power must be aggregated and utilised. This is
exactly the goal of a novel research area called Grid [A]. The goal of the Grid is to
provide a dynamic collection of resources from which applications requiring very
large computational power can select and use actually available resources. Building
blocks of a Grid (i.e. resources) can be individual or cooperating (i.e. cluster)
computers or even any hardware components that can provide some services. In the
current context the ClusterGrid name is used for those Grid infrastructures, where
clusters are used as basic building blocks for the Grid.
In order to utilise the huge computational power a Grid may deliver, distributed
applications containing hundreds or thousands of parallel tasks are developed. While
tasks are executed in parallel, they may exchange partial results typically via some
form of communication. The most effective environment for executing a parallel,
communication based application is the cluster (or ClusterGrid) where the high-speed
connection among the nodes of the cluster enables the fast progress of the tasks
performing intensive communication. A cluster typically contains a scheduler (e.g.
Condor [B][C]) to perform resource utilisation and a communication library (e.g.
PVM [D][E] or MPI [F][G]) to provide a communication service for the application.
In a Grid environment the applications or jobs claiming substantial amount of
resources are assigned to the various resources or clusters by a so-called Grid broker.
In case a running application cannot continue its execution due to some reasons (e.g.
resource maintenance, overload or failure), the running application must be moved
from one resource to another (migration). Usual applications start their execution
from the beginning on the newly selected resource which may cause the loss of a huge
amount of processing capacity. In order to avoid the loss, there are special techniques
called rollback-recovery [H], which can help the application to continue its execution
from the point where it was interrupted.
In the literature there are numerous methods and techniques for saving and restoring
the internal state of a parallel and distributed application using communication
libraries, and the most wide-spread technique is called checkpointing [I]. In the field
of checkpointing a number of techniques and methods have been elaborated as a result
of the numerous international research and development projects. The numerous
techniques are developed for various needs and environments and they can be
classified by various aspects like level of implementation, type of coordination, etc.
There is an unquestionable advantage of using checkpointing techniques in case of
long-running parallel applications [J], however these techniques have not been widely
used in Grid environments due to some reasons. A real obstacle in using the available
tools is that they usually rely on some services or some middleware capabilities,
which cannot be expected to exist on every cluster of the Grid. Since in a ClusterGrid
each cluster might have different software, there is a need for a checkpointing
technique that does not depend on any service (transparency).
During my research I have actively used and worked with the P-GRADE parallel
program development environment developed by MTA SZTAKI. The P-GRADE
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[1][K] integrated graphical environment gives support for developing messagepassing applications, as well as executing them in various execution environments
like clusters, supercomputers or Grid. P-GRADE makes reengineering of sequential
programs much faster and easier based on a hierarchical, graphical design tool, a
hybrid graphical net language called GRAPNEL [L], an integrated debugging tool [2],
an on-line monitor and performance visualisation tool called PROVE [1].
The P-GRADE environment has been widely used in universities for teaching the
topic of parallel algorithms and systems. In addition, the introduction of the prototype
on the software market is one of the goals for a currently establishing English
Hungarian company.
The work introduced in this thesis attempts to overstep the aforementioned limitations
by introducing a transparent checkpointing and migration technique, by defining an
abstract model to give its background theory and by showing concrete applications.

II.

Applied methods

During the research my first goal was to elaborate checkpointing methods for
ClusterGrid environment. To do that as a first step I have defined the basic operational
and architectural requirements of ClusterGrid based on evaluating the related
literature and based on the analysis of some Grid systems. After the analysis of Grid
infrastructures, I have explored the literature to overview the existing checkpointing
techniques, methods and tools [H][I][J], then I have done similar with the most
relevant tools in the area [M][N][O][P][Q][R][S]. I have analysed and classified the
tools from different aspects [3].
After identifying the requirements towards the checkpointing techniques, my second
goal was to create a formal model framework. To create the model I have chosen the
method called ASM [T][U][V] (Abstract State Machine). The ASM is able to express
and handle the notion of the model maker on an arbitrary abstract level. Therefore, the
models I have elaborated are expressed as ASM notion and syntax. The models later
have been refined based on the model refinement method of ASM and the correctness
of model refinements have also been proven using ASM.
The ASM formal framework has been widely accepted and applied in industry and
scientific projects to design and analyse different systems. It has been successfully
applied for verifying the correctness of Prolog [W], Occam [X] compilers and of the
Java Virtual Machine [Y] execution mechanism. Even Microsoft has used it for
designing and analysing its software systems [Z].
After elaborating a checkpointing procedure, I have analysed the P-GRADE
environment and adapted my solution for it. This work has been carried out using the
literature and getting information on the internal operation. I have followed similar
way when designed and developed the TotalCheckpoint [4] checkpointing tool. I have
also studied the well-known message-passing system called PVM. To create the
architectural and operational plan of the checkpointing tool, the aforementioned
model creation principles of the ASM framework was followed.
To introduce the new checkpointing and migration procedure in real systems, the
Condor [AA] job scheduler was used. Condor is developed in the Computer Science
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department of University of Wisconsin (Madison, USA). The impact of Condor is
very high since approximately 100 thousands of computers belonging to more than
800 clusters are supervised in plenty of institutes all over the world by nowadays.
In order to study the internal operation and architecture of Condor I got direct help
from the Condor developers in the framework of cooperation in a common project and
several mutual visits. Finally, I elaborated a process and application migration
procedure after I got a detailed view of the Condor system.

III.

New scientific results

1 New checkpointing method in ClusterGrid
environment
Checkpointing of message-passing based parallel algorithms or applications can
be realised using various techniques and methods. A concrete solution must
always face the requirements imposed by the Grid middleware. The goal of the
first group of thesis is to identify the requirements and conditions towards the
checkpoint and migration techniques imposed by the ClusterGrid environment and
to elaborate a new (abstract) technique which fulfils the already identified
requirements.
As a preparation of thesis 1.1, I have defined the main characteristics of the
ClusterGrid environments and several desirable use cases for state migration
mechanism. As a next step, I have identified the cluster components which may
influence the internal operation of a checkpointing system and then I determined
the requirements in 4+1 points. By using the ASM formal framework for
modelling I have developed the model of the cluster components and their most
relevant characteristics, and then based on this model I have elaborated a formal
description of the requirements and conditions for checkpointing techniques.
Finally, based on these criteria I have analysed, evaluated and classified the
existing solutions and stated thesis 1.1.
Thesis 1.1: In a cluster environment a formal framework of requirements can
be defined for message-passing parallel algorithms, which enables
transparent checkpointing of the algorithms for the scenarios defined in the
dissertation. In addition, currently there are no checkpointing and migration
facilities fulfilling the defined requirements in a cluster environment for the
defined scenarios.
Related chapter in dissertation: 2.1
Related publications: [3][4][17]
The list of requirements introduced in thesis 1.1 defines several criteria for
transparent checkpointing. The various solutions proposed by the different
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checkpointing techniques form a design space. In order to designate my proposed
solution I have defined the operational and architectural details of the desired
transparent solution. As a result, the definition of the proposed solution is
summarised by a seven point list and the definition has been suited into the ASM
formal model (CPground) introduced previously in thesis 1.1. In addition, I have
elaborated the necessary ASM rules to describe the internal operation mechanism.
Finally, I have proved thesis 1.2 through introduction of abstract events.
Thesis 1.2: The newly elaborated checkpointing method defined by the ASM
model called CPground implements transparent checkpointing both for the
programmer and for the middleware at the same time.
Related chapter in dissertation: 2.2
Related publications: [3][4][5][17]
The solution defined by the CPground abstract model enables the saving and
restoration of the consistent, global state of a message-passing based parallel
application or algorithm in a transparent way.

2 Application of checkpointing method for
message-passing parallel algorithms
The theoretical background introduced in the first group of theses – which resulted
in a checkpointing solution defined by an abstract model – forms an appropriate
basis for developing a concrete tool. To utilise the theoretical results I have chosen
the P-GRADE graphical parallel program development environment developed by
MTA SZTAKI. The goal of the second group of theses is to apply the abstract
model for message-passing PVM applications or algorithms created by the
P-GRADE environment.
As a preparation of thesis 2.1 I have designed and elaborated a checkpointing
technique for PVM applications created by the P-GRADE development
environment based on the abstract method defined in thesis 1.2. I have studied the
architectural design of the GRAPNEL application. I have defined the required
modifications on the architecture and redesigned the communication primitives in
a way that the checkpointing operation can be activated at any time during the
execution. In addition I have elaborated an abstract model (CPgrapnel) that fits to the
solution introduced in P-GRADE. Finally, I have proven the correctness of
refinement between the CPground and CPgrapnel models. Based on the results thesis
2.1 is stated.
Thesis 2.1: The checkpointing technique integrated in GRAPNEL applications
– following a static process model and developed by P-GRADE – realises
transparent checkpointing and its corresponding CPgrapnel ASM model is a
correct refinement of the original model called CPground.
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Related chapter in dissertation: 3.1
Related publications: [1][3][13][15][16]
The aforementioned solution enables transparent checkpointing operation – both
for the programmer and for the middleware – for parallel applications which
follow a static process model and developed by the P-GRADE environment.
As a preparation of thesis 2.2 I have designed and elaborated a checkpointing
technique for native PVM applications based on the abstract checkpointing
method defined in thesis 1.2 and as a generalisation of the method developed in
thesis 2.1. I have studied PVM applications and services. Afterwards, I have
defined the structure of the PVM application and solved the problem of
interruption for communication primitives. I have elaborated an abstract model
(CPtckpt) that fits to the introduced solution. Finally, I have elaborated a model
refinement procedure to prove that the model CPtckpt – implemented by the
TotalCheckpoint (TCKPT) tool – is a correct refinement of the CPgrapnel model.
Based on the results thesis 2.2 has been stated.
Thesis 2.2: The checkpointing technique for native PVM applications –
following a dynamic process model and realised by the TotalCheckpoint tool –
performs transparent checkpointing and its corresponding CPtckpt model is a
correct refinement of the CPgrapnel model and of the CPground model.
Related chapter in dissertation: 3.2
Related publications: [4][5][8][9]
The solution introduced in thesis 2.2 gives transparent checkpointing operation –
both for the programmer and for the middleware – for native PVM applications
which follow static or dynamic process model.

3 State migration for message-passing parallel
algorithms
After the theoretical background elaborated in the first group of theses and the
concrete checkpointing solution developed in the second group of theses, the goal
of the third group of theses is to justify that transparent migration – based on the
previous solutions – can be realised in ClusterGrid environment. There are two
options: migration of certain processes of the application among the resources of
the hosting cluster and migration of the entire application among clusters. To
demonstrate the elaborated techniques the well-known job scheduler called
Condor has been selected.
Thesis 3.1 focuses on transparent process migration by analysing the interaction
between the GRAPNEL application – integrating the transparent checkpointing
facility developed in thesis 2.1 – and Condor maintaining the resources of a
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cluster. In this thesis after short overview of Condor, I define the basic conditions
of operation, the components and I determine the steps of migration mechanism.
The theory of this mechanism is justified by the analysis of state-transition
diagram derived from the CPgrapnel model and by mapping the flow of migration
procedure into the state-transition diagram. Based on the introduced results I have
stated thesis 3.1.
Thesis 3.1: The migration of processes of the GRAPNEL applications –
developed in P-GRADE – is realised in a transparent way for the schedulers
and the elaborated solution adapts itself to the internal rules of the CPgrapnel
ASM model.
Related chapter in dissertation: 4.1
Related publications: [10][11][12][18]
In the introduced solution transparency is ensured from several aspects, since the
migration does not require any modification in the (Condor) scheduler, nor in
PVM, nor in any components of the operating system and nor in the source code
of the application.
In the migration solution presented in thesis 3.1 the procedure is driven by a
special coordinator process – integrated in the GRAPNEL application – where the
termination of this process causes the entire application to be shutdown. However,
this coordination process must be terminated during the application migration
since link between the clusters in a ClusterGrid are usually not exists. To
eliminate this problem I elaborated an application migration solution and then I
mapped it to the CPgrapnel model. Based on the results thesis 3.2 is stated.
Thesis 3.2: The GRAPNEL application implements a consistent, global statespace migration for message-passing parallel applications by saving and
restoring the integrated coordination process. It enables the migration of the
entire application among independent (not using each others’ resources)
clusters. In addition, the elaborated solution adapts itself to the internal rules
of the CPgrapnel ASM model.
Related chapter in dissertation: 4.2
Related publications: [1][10][13][14]

IV.

Application of new scientific results

Application of checkpointing techniques is more and more important nowadays, since
fault-tolerant execution of a long-running application is indispensable. The rate of
failures causing resource shutdown is not negligible in a Grid containing huge amount
of resources. In case of long-running (weeks or months) applications there is a
substantial likelihood of at least one resource failure which causes the execution to be
interrupted [BB]. A resource failure may cause the already computed (sub)results to
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be perished. The avoid loosing computational capacity [J] provides a huge economical
and technical advantage for the Grid. The results introduced in the theses can be
utilised in any ClusterGrid environment, since they are independent from the actual
infrastructure.
The P-GRADE programming environment has been introduced in numerous
European universities and institutes for the purpose of teaching. In addition, several
scientific projects were supported or inspired by the tool in the topic of parallel
programming. P-GRADE was successfully applied in meteorology for parallelising an
ultra-short range weather forecast application (Hungarian Meteorology Service) [CC],
in scientific engineering area for urban traffic simulation (University of Westminster)
and in chemistry for modelling reaction-diffuse systems (Eotvos Lorand University)
[DD]. Since the checkpointing and migration tool is integrated into P-GRADE, all the
applications developed by P-GRADE automatically completed with checkpointing
and migration capabilities.
The results introduced in the theses have been published in numerous journals,
conference and workshop papers and have been presented in various scientific
exhibitions and forums. The aforementioned publications have inspired further
research and the work forms the basis of some national and international activities. A
significant example among the national activities is the one with the National
Information Infrastructure Development Institute (NIIF) operating the Hungarian
ClusterGrid infrastructure [EE] (~30 institutes, ~1800 machine, ~400GFlops
performance). In this cooperation the TotalCheckpoint tool has been developed for
NIIF. One of the most significant international activities is in the frame of the
CoreGRID EU Network of Excellence project where the introduced results are about
to be integrated into a Grid Checkpointing Architecture (GCA) [6][7][19][20][21] by
the partners.
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